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LABORATOIRE Q'
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ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF COMPOSITIONS OF MOR^HISMS
AND INVERSE MORPHISMS ON REGULAJ*. I^AItfpgAGES (*)
by J. KARHUMÂKI (*) and H. C. M. KLEIJN

(2)

Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract — We establish as our main results the following two theorems on compositions ofmorphisms and inverse morphisms. It is undecidable whether or not two transductions oftheform h2 h\1,
where h1 and h2 are morphisms, are equivalent {word by word) on a given regular language, while the
same problem for transductions of the form h~[l h2 is decidable. Consequently, a sharp borderline
between decidable and undecidable problems is found.
Résumé. — Nos résultats principaux sont les deux théorèmes suivants sur la composition de morphismes et de morphismes inverses. Il est indécidable si deux transductions de la forme h2 h^1, où
h1 et h2 sont des morphismes, sont équivalents {mot à mot) sur un langage rationnel donné, alors que
le même problème est decidable pour des transductions de la forme h^1 h2. Par conséquent, ceci
constitue une ligne de démarquation précise entre des problèmes décidables et indécidables.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the most natural problems in formai language theory are different
kinds of équivalence problems. A typical example is the question of whether
or not two transductions of a certain type are equivalent on their domain,
cf. [1]. We consider this problem in a very simple set-up, namely assuming that
the transductions are compositions of morphisms and inverse morphisms
and that they are restricted to regular languages.
It was proved in [6] that the équivalence problem for 1-free nondeterministic
sequential mappings is undecidable. Consequently, the équivalence problem
for rational transductions is also undecidable, cf. [1]. On the other hand, this
problem becomes decidable when the single-valued rational transductions are
considered, cf. [2].
(*)
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The problem of whether or not two morphisms are equivalent (word by
word) on a given language of certain type was raised in [4], where the problem
was also shown to be decidable for context-free languages. The topic of this
paper, i.e., to study the équivalence of more complicated mappings on languages of certain type, was suggested in [9].
As we saw the problem of whether or not two morphisms are equivalent on
a regular language is decidable. On the other hand, recent characterization
results of rational transductions, cf. [8], [10] or [11], imply that for suitable
compositions of morphisms and inverse morphisms the problem of whether
or not such compositions are equivalent on a regular language becomes undecidable. That leads one to look for the borderline between the decidability
and the undecidability.
The purpose of this note is to point out this borderline. We show, using the
previously mentioned result of Griffiths and a recent result of Turakainen,
cf. [12], that it is undecidable whether or not two transductions of the form
h2 h±1 are equivalent on a regular language. Furthermore, using the Cross
Section Theorem of Eilenberg, cf [5] or [1], we prove that the same problem
for transductions of the form h^x h2 is decidable. Consequently, we have found
a " well-defîned " borderline between decidability and undecidability for
this particular problem setting.
To emphasize that the above undecidability result is not due to the fact that
our family of languages is too complicated but rather because of the properties
of morphisms, we also show that this problem remains undecidable if regular
languages are replaced by languages of the form F*, where F is finite. Hence,
it is also undecidable whether or not two transductions of the form h3 h2l hx
are equivalent on £*.
Finally, using a result from [2], we conclude that for arbitrary compositions
of morphisms and inverse morphisms, such that either all morphisms or all
inverse morphisms in at least one of the compositions are injective, their équivalence on a regular language can be decided.

2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS

In this note we adopt the terminology of [1] and we use it also as gênerai
référence on basic results on formai languages. We now recall the notions
and results needed later on.
Let £* be the free monoid generated by a finite alphabet E. The identity
of E* is denoted by 1 and Z + = L* - { 1 }. A transduction x : X* -• A* is a
mapping from E* into the set of subsets of A*. For two transductions x and x'
their composition (if defined) is denoted by x' o x, or simply x' x. The domain
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of a transduction x is denoted by dom (x). The transduction determined by the
inverse of a transduction x is denoted by x" 1 . Transductions x, x' : E* -• À*
are said to be equivalent on a language L ç E*, in symbols t = x' if x(x)=x'(^c)
for ail x in L. They are said to be equivalent if they are equivalent on E*.
Let if be a family of languages and 0 a family of transductions (defined on
suitable alphabets). We dénote by

the problem of deciding whether or not two given transductions from 0 are
equivalent on a given language of JS?. We shall use the notations Jf and j f ~ 1
for the families of all morphisms and inverse morphisms, respectively. By
Jf o jfjf~1, for instance, we mean the family of transductions of the form h2 k[ \
where h1 and h2 are morphisms. The family of all regular languages is denoted
by Reg.
In the next few lines we recall some results and terminology concerning
rational transductions. If necessary the reader may consult [1]. A transduction
x : E* -> A* is rational if and only if it is " realized " by a transducer, i.e., by a
sixtuple (E, A, Q, q0, F, E), where E is an input alphabet, A is an output alphabet,
Q is a set of states, q0 is the initial state, F is a set of final states, and

is a set of transitions of T.
A transducer is called l-free if £ ç ö x I * x A+ x Q and simple if
F = { q0 }. Further we call a transducer l-output if E ç Q x £* x A x Q.
By a nondeterministic sequential transducer we mean a transducer satisfying
F — Q and E ç Q x E x A* x g. Of course, a rational transduction is
called \-free, simple, l-output or nondeterministic sequential if it is realized by
such a transducer. Finally, a transduction x : E* -> A* is called single-valued
if, for each x in E*, x(x) contains at most one element, i.e., x defines a partial
function from E* into A*.
The following characterization resuit for rational transductions is given
in [8] and [11] (cf. also [10] and [3]).
PROPOSITION

1 : Each rational transduction x : E* -> A* admits afactoriza-

tion
E * - i ! > (E u {$.})* <-k- r* -*2-> r* ^ ^ r * - ^ A*
wAere eac/ï Af is a morphism and * $ dénotes the marking, ie,, the mapping which
associâtes with each word x a new word x$, where $ is a new symbol not in E.
vol. 19,110 3,1985
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For simple transductions the above resuit was recently generalized by Turakainen, cf. [12]. For our purposes his resuit can be stated as follows :
PROPOSITION 2 : Each l-output simple rational transduction x : L* -» A*
admits a factorization

where, for any large enough m, the morphisms ht can be chosen such that, for
ail a e A, h3 is definedby h3(a) — a$m, where $ is a new symbol not in A.
We shall need not only Proposition 2 but also properties of the construction needed to prove the proposition. Hence, for the sake of completeness,
we repeat this construction (implicitly presented already in [10]). If x is realized
by l-output simple transducer T = (S, A, { s0,..., sn}, s0, { s0 }, E\ then the
morphisms are defined as follows :
/4 : £ * - > Z * ,

hx(sh u,v,Sj) = M,

VA*^(Au{î})*5

h3(a) = a$m ,

where m is any natural number ^ n, and $ is a new symbol not in A.
The following remarks on the proof of Proposition 2 will be useful in our
later considérations. Firstly, h3 is injective and can be chosen to be the same
for arbitrary two l-output simple rational transductions. Secondly, the morphisms of the proposition satisfy
hx h~ 1h3h~1

h2 h~x (dom (x)) ç dom (x).

(1)

Next we state two more known results used in our later considérations.
The fîrst one is due to Griffiths, cf. [6], and it is, in our terms, as follows :
PROPOSITION 3 : It is undecidable whether or not two \-free nondeterministic
sequential transductions are equivalent.

Our last proposition, due to Blattner and Head, cf. [2], is as follows :
PROPOSITION 4

: It is decidable whether or not a rational transduction is singlevalued. Moreover, the équivalence of two single-valued rational transductions
is decidable.
Observe that Proposition 4 implies that the équivalence of two rational transductions, one of which is single-valued, is decidable, too.
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3. RESULTS

By Propositions 1 and 3 we conclude that it is undecidable whether or not
two given rational transductions of the form h4 h^1 h2 h^1 are equivalent on
E* $, where $ is a new symbol not in E. This observation can be strengthened
as follows :
THEOREM

1 : EPy (jf " x o j f o j f ~ \ Reg) is undecidable.

Proof : By Proposition 2, for 1-output simple rational transductions x
and x' from E* into A* there exist morphisms hv h2, h3, gl9 g2 and g3 (in suitable alphabets) such that x = h3x h2 h^1 and x' = g'1 g2 g'1. Hence,
Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 3 and the following lemma.
LEMMA 1 : For each \-free nondeterministic sequential rational transduction
xx : E* -> A* there exists a \-output simple rational transduction

xs:(Eu{5})*-(Au{S})*,
with I ^ S u A , such that xx(x) $ = xs{x$)for ail x in E*.
Proof of Lemma 1 : Let xA be realized by a 1-free transducer
7\ == (E, A, 6, #0, Q, J5). Then we defîne a 1-output simple transducer
T's = (L u { $ }, A u { $ }, Ö', «o> { <?o K ^ ' ) ' w h e r e ^ is a new symbol not
i n l u À and the transitions (and states) of T's are defined as follows. Let
e — (q, u, v, q'\ with v = bx ... bn,n ^2 and eachfe,.in A, be a transition in E.
Then defîne a set \|/(e) of transitions as follows :
W)

= {(q,u,bvq1l(qn_1,hbn,q')}vj{(qi,hbi+1,qi+l)\i=

l,...,n- 2},

where the states q2,..., qn_1 are new not in Q. We also require that the sets of
new states obtained from diflFerent transitions as above are mutually disjoint
Further, for a transition e = (q, u, v, q'\ with v e A, in E let \|/(e) = { e }.
Then we set E' = \J ty(e) u {(q, $,
eeE

$,qo)\qeQ},

Then, clearly, the statement of Lemma 1 and hence also Theorem 1 follows. •
Observe that in Theorem 1 the language on which the équivalence of transductions is considered can be assumed to be of the foïm E* $, or, as is easy
to see, of the form d o m ^ 1 h2 A"1).
In the next theorem we still strengthen the result of Theorem 1.
THEOREM

2 : EPy (jf o j f " \ Reg) is undecidable.

Proof : Let (h^1 h2 h~l, g^1 g2 g'1, L) be an instance of the problem of
vol. 19, n° 3, 1985
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Theo rem 1. Without affecting the undecidability we may assume, as is straightforward to see, that this instance satisfies the following conditions. Firstly,
L — dom (h^1 h2 h^1) — dom (g^1 g2 gï1)* Secondly, h3 = g3 and moreover h3 is injective. Thirdly, the morphisms satisfy

K hï XKhV

h

i K l(L) £ L and
(2)

The last two sentences follow from remarks after Proposition 2.
We shall show

h2 h~ \L) = g2 g-\L)
where

1

and h± h2 1 = gx g2 1

(3)

X

L' = h3 h~ h2 h~ (L).

The équivalence (3) together with the known properties of regular languages
imply Theorem 2.
To prove (3) we first observe, by (2), that h3l h2 h'1
only

if

Lx = h-1

h2h~l(L)

= h'1

g2g;l(L)

and

à h^1 g2 gï1 if and
A1 h2l

h3à

gx g'1

hy

Hence, the injectiveness of h3 yields (3). D
Let <^w dénote the family of morphisms h satisfying | h(d) | ^ 1 for all
letters a and J^t a family of nonerasing morphisms. Then, by a careful analysis
of our proof of Theorem 2, one can see that the family ^f o j»f ~1 of transductions can actually be replaced by the family #w o jf^1. Indeed, in the proof
of Lemma 1 the transitions of Ts are in Q x (E u { 1 }) x A x Q and for
such transductions the morphisms hx and h2 in the proof of Proposition 2 are
in <gw and Jfv respectively.
To emphasize that the above undecidability results are mainly due to powerful properties of morphisms and not because the équivalence is restricted to
complicated enough languages, we still strengthen our result slightly. In order
to be able to do this let J^ dénote the family of languages of theform F* where
F is finite.
THEOREM

3 : EP^(jf o jf - 1 , J^) is undecidable.

Proof : According to the proof of Theorem 2, EP^ ($? o ffl ~1, Reg) remains
undecidable even if only the regular star languages, i.e., regular languages of
the form L*, are considered Indeed, d o m ^ 1 h2hï1) is always a star language. Further by a result in [10] {cf. also [12]) for each regular star language
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L^ there exist an injective morphism h and a finite language F such that
L^ = A -1 (F*). Hence, the resuit follows from Theorem 2. •
The remark following Theorem 2 applies to Theorem 3, too. As another
remark we state the following interesting corollary of Theorem 3.
THEOREM 4 : It is undecidable whether ór not two transductions
Jtf o J4? -x o JP are equivalent
•

from

Our next resuit shows that the order of the morphisms and the inverse
morphisms in our previous results is crucial.
THEOREM

5 : EP^(jf

o jf, Reg) is decidable.

Proof : Let (h^1 hv 21 g19 L) be an instance of the problem and let
i l gx(L\ then the transductions h^1 h1 and g^1 gt
L' = h^1 h^L). If L'
are not equivalent on L. Since L' is effectively regular this can be decided So
we may assume that h^1 h^L) = g^1 gi(L) = L'. By similar arguments we
may also assume that L ç dom(h2 A"1) = dom(öf2 l gx).
We define a partition of L induced by h19 in symbols ~LM, as follows :
x ~ L / I i x' if and only if h^x) = hx{xf). Similarly, we define partitions ~L.M9
~L>gi and ~L>t92- Furthermore, let Lcs be a cross section of L with respect to
hu i.e., Lcs is a regular subset of L such that hx maps Lcs bijectively onto hx{L).
Such a cross section can be efFectively found, cf. [5] or [1], Similarly, let L'cs be a
cross section of L' with respect to h2.
With the above notation we establish the following diagram :

nLcsht

h2 = nLcsg,

i

L',h2

Diagram 1.
vol. 19, n°3, 1985
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Before proving Diagram 1 we point out how Theorem 5 follows from it By
définition, rational transductions nL'csh2l hx nL and nL^h^1 h2 r\L'
are single-valued. Consequently, by Proposition 4, it is decidable whether or
not the transductions nLfcsh21hl
and nL'^g'1 gl are equivalent on L,
as well as whether or not the transductions nLcsh~x h2 and nLcsg~x g2
are equivalent on IA Hence Diagram 1 implies Theorem 5.
Now, we turn to prove the implications in Diagram 1. Implication (1)
is trivial, and also (2) is easy to see. To prove (3) let nL'csh2l hx = n L'cs g21 gx
andx ~LM x ' . T h e n ^ C x ) - hx{x') andsóó nL'cs g'1
This together with our assumption L ^ dom {h2h~x) = dom (g2 g^1) implies
that g^x) — g^x'), i.e., x ~Lt9l x'. Therefore (3) follows by symmetry. Implication (4) can be proved in the same way as (3). Finally, implication (5) follows from the fact that conditions h2l hx = g^1 Q\ and

are equivalent under the assumptions ~Lthl = ~t,gi a n d ~ L\H2 = ~L'i92'
Hence, we have proved Diagram 1 and so also Theorem 5. •
It is worth noting that if we consider a weaker équivalence i.e., the existential équivalence of [9], of transductions then the problem of Theorem 5 becomes
undecidable. We have even the following stronger result : It is undecidable
whether or not, for a given triple (h'1, g~ 1i L), where h and g are morphisms
and L a regular language, the relation h~x{x) n g~1(x)>^ 0 holds for ail x
in L. The details can be found in [7].
We conclude this note with another decidability resuit
6 : It is decidable whether or not transductions x and x' are equivalent on L, where x and x' are compositions of morphisms and inverse morphisms
such that either all the morphisms ofx or all the inverse morphisms ofx are injective and L is a regular tanguage.
THEOREM

Proof ; Firstly, we assume that all the inverse morphisms ofx are injective.
Then x is single-valued and therefore the équivalence of x and x' on L can be
decided by Proposition 4.
Secondly, we assume that all the morphisms of x are injective. Then
x" 1 x(L) ç L and therefore x and x' are equivalent on L if and only if x" 1
and nLx'~x are equivalent on x(L). But now x" 1 is single-valued and therefore the resuit follows from Proposition 4 and the fact that x(L) is effectively
regular.
•
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As a conséquence of Theorem 6 we note that the undecidability problem of
Theorem 2 becomes decidable if one assumes that at least one of the four morphisms is injective.
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